archaeological remains survived World War II bomb damage and later development in this area. We identified five key
areas which were likely to reveal new information about the medieval suburb of Redcliffe.
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You are now looking at Area E of the Redcliff Quarter Development. We have been
working on this part of the site since June 2018.
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Phase 1

Over the past month, our archaeologists have been busy discovering more
evidence of the site’s medieval past. So far Area E has revealed the remains of
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stone medieval buildings, boundary plot walls and possible yards or lanes. Within
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the building plots the medieval floors and hearths were encountered.
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We have also discovered the remains of an iron foundry within this area, close to
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What am I looking at?

Archaeologists started investigating this part of Redcliffe in 2007. Trenching was used to determine whether any

Area E

the site cabins. We intend to return to excavate it fully at a later date.
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During the medieval period houses came in a variety of forms from castles,
to manor houses, monasteries and farmhouses. Within towns and cities like
Bristol, their design was typically dictated by the amount of space available.
Often rectangular in plan, town houses usually had a jetty overhanging the
street to provide more floor space.
The residents often used the ground floor nearest the street as a shop or to
trade goods. The rest of the house made up their living space, with offices,
storehouses or warehouses to the rear.
To keep up to date with the project, search for Cotswold Archaeology or Oxford Archaeology

Bristol Docks and Quay, c. 1760
(oil on canvas), English School,
(18th century)
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